Boston Bound Game

The American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons (AAOMS) is hosting the Boston Bound Game at the 100th Annual Meeting Exhibition to be held Oct. 11 to 13, 2018, in McCormick Place West in Chicago, Ill. Eligible participants are AAOMS fellows and members as defined in Chapter I, Section 20 of the AAOMS Bylaws, who are in good standing and registered at this Annual Meeting. Oral and maxillofacial surgery residents and allied staff are eligible for the Exhibit Excursion Game and not this drawing.

The grand prize package has been donated by AAOMS, Westin Boston Waterfront Hotel and Boston Convention and Visitors Bureau. One winner will be chosen by drawing. AAOMS fellows and members will receive an official game card with their Annual Meeting registration packet, and additional game cards are available at the Attendee Registration Center. When a participant visits a commercial exhibit booth at the Exhibition, the exhibitor will have a sticker that s/he will affix to the game card. One sticker will be given for each booth visit.

Official Rules

1. **The giveaway** – A single grand prize package will be given to the winning AAOMS fellow or member chosen by drawing on Saturday, Oct. 13, 2018.

2. **No purchase is necessary** – No purchase, subscription or acceptance of obligation is necessary to enter this program.

3. **Eligibility requirements** – Only AAOMS fellows and members in good standing who are at least 18 years of age and officially registered for the 100th Annual Meeting, Scientific Sessions and Exhibition may participate.

4. **How to enter the giveaway** – Entries are the official game cards provided by AAOMS with stickers obtained from 20 different commercial exhibitor booths on the Exhibition floor. By visiting an exhibitor booth, a participant will receive a sticker from the exhibitor that will be affixed to the official game card. An exhibitor may give only one sticker to an individual fellow or member per visit to the booth. Of the required 20 stickers, three must be special red stickers obtained from exhibitors displaying a table-top booth sign indicating they have special red stickers. The remaining 17 stickers can be either black or red. Entries made in any other fashion, or that have fewer than the required number of stickers, or are received after the closing date and time of the drawing, are not eligible. Entries that are lost, damaged or delayed in transit are the responsibility of the participant, not AAOMS.

5. **Number of entries** – Only official game cards with the required number and type of stickers may be entered, but multiple entries from individual participants are allowed to increase the chance of winning. Additional game cards are available at the Attendee Registration Center.

6. **Drawing** – The Boston Bound Grand Prize drawing will take place in The Zone, Booth Number 217, at the close of the Exhibit Hall Saturday, Oct. 13, 2018. Completed entry cards must be submitted at The Zone no later than 1:15 p.m. that Saturday.

7. **Odds of winning** – There will be one drawing for the Boston Bound Grand Prize. The odds of winning depend on the number of eligible game cards a participant has entered in relation to the total number of eligible cards entered in the drawing. That is,
Number of eligible game cards a participant has entered in the drawing
Total number of eligible cards entered in the drawing

8. **Value of the grand prize package** – A description of the Boston Bound Grand Prize Package and its approximate retail value will be posted in The Zone.

9. **Winner selection** – The winner will be selected in a random drawing from among the eligible entries. The drawing will be held at 1:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 13, 2018, in the Exhibit Hall. The winner must verify his/her eligibility to AAOMS. Decisions of AAOMS regarding the selection of the winner and all other aspects of the drawing shall be final and binding in all respects. The winner may waive the right to receive a gift. The grand prize package is non-assignable and nontransferable. No substitutions are allowed by the winner. The grand prize and individual components of the gift package are subject to availability, and AAOMS reserves the right to substitute items of equal or greater value.

10. **Winner notification** – The winner need NOT be present at the drawing to win. S/he will be notified by posting in alert on mobile app, email or by cell phone after the close of the exhibition Saturday, Oct. 13, 2018. If AAOMS cannot trace a winner after reasonable efforts have been made, that individual will relinquish the right to claim the item, and AAOMS may arrange for a replacement winning entry to be selected by AAOMS. Acceptance of the grand prize constitutes permission to use the winner’s name to inform members who the winner is. The winner will be announced on the AAOMS website, AAOMS.org, and through AAOMS communications including e-communicators, the President’s Letter and AAOMS Today as soon as practicable after s/he has been notified.

11. **Restrictions on receiving the grand prize** – The conduct of the Boston Bound Game and the disposition of the Grand Prize are subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws. AAOMS in its absolute discretion may substitute the cash value for a gift or offer another item of equal or greater value. The winner may not substitute cash for the item.

12. **Taxes and costs** – The winner is solely responsible for reporting and payment of any taxes on gifts. AAOMS will comply with any tax reporting requirements related to the grand prize package. Participants also are responsible for any costs incurred by them in attending the meeting and entering this event.

13. **Sponsor** – The sponsor is the American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons, 9700 West Bryn Mawr Ave., Rosemont, IL 60018-5701 USA, (847) 678-6200. The decisions of AAOMS regarding the selection of the winner and all other aspects of the program are final and binding in all respects. AAOMS will not be responsible for typographical, printing or other inadvertent errors in these Official Rules or in other materials relating to the event. If you have any questions regarding this event, please contact Valerie A. Wolf, MS, CEM, Exhibition Manager at AAOMS.